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ABSTRACT
This abstract describes our system for the audio melody
extraction task of the Music Information Retrieval Evaluation eXchange (MIREX) 2017. Our experimental and
novel approach involves frequency extraction from audio
signals via Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) [1] instead of the commonly used Fourier and Wavelet Transforms. Melody pitch tracking is based on a set of heuristic
rules applied to the DMD features extracted from the audio
signal.

1. INTRODUCTION

N

N

quencies {ωj }j=1 and complex amplitudes {Aj }j=1 :


N
X
yt = Re  Aj exp (iωj k∆t)
(1)
j=1

It can be shown (paper pending publication) that in order to detect N frequencies, delayed observables with at
least 2N time delays must be formed:

T
zt = yt yt+1 · · · yt+2N −1
(2)
and the size of the frame must be at least 3N . This gives a
set of measurements which can be arranged as columns of
two matrices:


Zt = zt · · · zt+N −1 
(3)
Zt+1 = zt+1 · · · zt+N
.
A standard DMD procedure is then to compute the matrix
Kt = Zt+1 Zt+
(4)

Dynamic Mode Decomposition (DMD) is a data driven
method which estimates the eigenvalues of linear autonomous
dynamical systems from linear observables of the system
[1]. A finite number of simple harmonic oscillators form
a linear finite dimensional system and can approximate a
musical instrument playing a note. Therefore, DMD can
where Zt+ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of
be used to estimate the fundamental frequencies and their
Zt computed via truncated Singular Value Decomposition
harmonics present in a short sample of an audio signal,
(SVD).
assuming that it is a superposition of simple harmonic osThe eigenvalues {λj } of the square matrix Kt are zeros
cillators.
and {exp (±iωj ∆t)}, within numerical errors. Moreover,
Performing DMD on short time frames of the audio sigN
the amplitudes {Aj }j=1 (and their conjugates) are approxnal is conceptually similar to a short-time Fourier transimately the coefficient of the data vector zt expressed in
form (STFT). The resulting DMD features are frequency/magnitude
the basis formed by the eigenvectors of Kt .
pairs and can be directly used for pitch contour detection
The feature extraction step of our system consists of
[3], forgoing the step of peak detection. Below, we briefly
performing DMD with delayed observables over short time
present the DMD based algorithm for frequency detection
frames, and the resulting features at each such frame are
and the heuristics used in our system for filtering out nonpairs of frequency and magnitude:
fundamental frequencies.


1
{(fj , Mj )} =
Im (log λj ) , |Aj |
(5)
2π∆t
2. DYNAMIC MODE DECOMPOSITION BASED
Figure 1 shows a one-second excerpt from Bach’s 8th
FREQUENCY DETECTION
Invention in F major [2]. DMD features (circles) were
computed over 100 millisecond windows at 10 millisecAn audio signal can be represented by a series of measureond intervals. High magnitude features correspond to funments {yt } at constant time intervals t = k∆t. We further
damental frequencies and harmonics of the notes being
assume that over a short time frame, the signal is formed
played.
by superimposing N simple oscillators with angular freThis document is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Noncommercial-Share Alike 3.0 License.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
c 2010 The Authors.

3. PITCH CONTOUR DETECTION AND MELODY
SELECTION
Given DMD features we proceed with a contour detection
step similar to [3]. The features are processed in order of
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Figure 1. DMD frequency/magnitude pairs (circles) extracted from 100 millisecond frames (the radius of the circle is proportional to the magnitude). The fundamental
frequencies of the notes being played are marked by annotated black lines.
decreasing magnitude, until all of them belong to a certain
contour. The first feature pair in a new contour defines the
fundamental frequency and features at adjacent frames are
added if they have close frequencies or are close to the F
harmonic of the fundamental frequency.
A contour is then given by a set {(fk , Mk , tk , Fk )} of
feature pairs together with their timing t and harmonic F .
The salience Cs and pitch of the contour Cp at time t can
be computed via:
Cs (t) =

P

WF k Mk

tk =t

Cp (t) =

1
Cs(t)

P
tk =t

k
WFk Mk Fkf+1

(6)

where WFk are harmonic-based weights that depend on the
note represented by the contour. The onset and offset of a
contour can be detected via a voicing-detection rule based
on the salience [3].
Some of the detected contours correspond to a fundamental frequency of a note, however most of them are either higher harmonics or noise. At the last stage contours
are filtered based on their salience and presence of other
contours. This process can be summarized as:
1. Sort all contours by increasing pitch
2. If the salience of the contour is above a certain threshold:
(a) Add the contour to the list of detected notes
(b) Penalize salience of all contours that have pitches
that are harmonics of the current contour’s pitch
3. Move to the next lowest pitch contour
4. Repeat steps 2–3
The heuristic penalties incurred at step 2b above depend
on the harmonic, the fundamental frequency and the temporal overlap between the two contours.
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